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Replaying evolutionary transitions from
the dental fossil record
Enni Harjunmaa1, Kerstin Seidel2,3, Teemu Häkkinen1, Elodie Renvoisé1, Ian J. Corfe1, Aki Kallonen4, Zhao-Qun Zhang5,
Alistair R. Evans6,7, Marja L. Mikkola1, Isaac Salazar-Ciudad1,8, Ophir D. Klein2,3,9,10 & Jukka Jernvall1

The evolutionary relationships of extinct species are ascertained primarily through the analysis of morphological char-
acters. Character inter-dependencies can have a substantial effect on evolutionary interpretations, but the develop-
mental underpinnings of character inter-dependence remain obscure because experiments frequently do not provide
detailed resolution of morphological characters. Here we show experimentally and computationally how gradual modi-
fication of development differentially affects characters in the mouse dentition. We found that intermediate phenotypes
could be produced by gradually adding ectodysplasin A (EDA) protein in culture to tooth explants carrying a null mutation
in the tooth-patterning gene Eda. By identifying development-based character inter-dependencies, we show how to
predict morphological patterns of teeth among mammalian species. Finally, in vivo inhibition of sonic hedgehog signalling
in Eda null teeth enabled us to reproduce characters deep in the rodent ancestry. Taken together, evolutionarily infor-
mative transitions can be experimentally reproduced, thereby providing development-based expectations for character-
state transitions used in evolutionary studies.

In the case of extinct mammals, a large number of dental features are
used as characters in phylogenetic analyses1–4, and these characters often
provide the key evidence for evolutionary inferences due to the pre-
ponderance of teeth in the fossil record. For reliable phylogenetic infer-
ences, characters have been typically considered to be independent from
each other5–8. Although developmental factors can make characters
dependent8–11, thorough analyses of the influence of development on
character state changes are lacking. To approximate changes relevant
to evolutionary transitions, experiments that tune morphology gradu-
ally are required. These kinds of experiments are also useful to evaluate
how, and whether, continuous changes in underlying developmental or
genetic parameters map to continuous changes in the phenotype12–14.

Here we investigated whether gradual alterations of tooth develop-
ment can produce gradual changes in the phenotype, and whether these
changes reflect known evolutionary transitions. We focused on the devel-
opment of the rodent dentition, using mice carrying a spontaneously
occurring null mutation in ectodysplasin (Eda) as a starting point. This
mutation was chosen because the effects of Eda on tooth morphology
are relatively subtle, causing simplification of dental morphology with-
out complete loss of teeth10,15, however, the Eda mutation causes changes
in many characters and is thus highly informative10.

Experimental tuning of morphology
We reasoned that, to approximate evolutionary transitions, fine-tuning
of EDA signalling would be required. We tracked gradual changes dur-
ing development by crossing Eda null mice with mice that express green
fluorescent protein (GFP) from the Shh locus (hereafter called ShhGFP
mice16). The epifluorescence of ShhGFP mice can be used to monitor
tooth cusp development because Shh is initially expressed in the enamel
knots, which are the epithelial signalling centres that form at the positions
of future cusps17. Later during differentiation, Shh expression spreads

throughout the inner enamel epithelium, enabling the visualization of
the overall crown shape.

First, we used EDA protein in culture at increasing concentrations
(n 5 9 to 16 in each group, Supplementary Table 1, Methods) to test
whether the Eda null morphology could be engineered to gradually resem-
ble wild-type morphology. We cultured first lower molars starting at
embryonic day 13, just before crown formation begins, and EDA pro-
tein was administered into the culture media at days zero and two. This
treatment scheme restored EDA signalling during the period of first
molar cusp patterning. At this stage, Eda is thought to regulate the size
and signalling of enamel knots10, which in turn give rise to tooth cusps.

The EDA protein treatments restored the wild-type mouse cusp pat-
tern in culture (Fig. 1a), in agreement with previous experiments18,19. We
next examined the mode of cusp appearance in detail by analysing daily
time-lapse images of the cultured teeth. The results showed that increas-
ing dosage of EDA caused a heterochronic shift in cusp initiation (Fig. 1a).
Specifically, some of the cusps were initiated earlier (predisplaced) as
EDA concentration was increased (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Table 1). Fur-
thermore, the time-lapse data showed that increasing EDA concentration
enlarged the primary enamel knot, which in turn increased the number
of cusps (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 1). The link between the primary
enamel knot size and cusp number (Fig. 1b) indicates that the overall
size of the tooth crown needs to reach certain thresholds to accommo-
date additional cusps. From a developmental signalling point of view, a
heterometric20 change in the dosage of EDA signalling can lead to a hete-
rochronic shift in timing of cusp initiation.

Computational modelling of patterning
Computational modelling has been used to simulate tooth shape develop-
ment and evolution14,21, and the new developmental data that we obtained
allowed us to link models and experiments in unprecedented detail (see
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Methods). To model the experimental transitions, we implemented a
morphodynamic model, which integrates signalling and tissue growth
to simulate tooth development21, in the new ToothMaker interface (Ex-
tended Data Fig. 2). First we modelled a wild-type mouse tooth mor-
phology corresponding to our cultured teeth (see Methods). Then, by
progressively adjusting (mutating) each parameter separately, we sim-
ulated the effects of gradual changes in signalling (Extended Data Fig. 3).
The in silico simulation reproduced the fusion of cusps both on the
talonid and on the trigonid of the Eda null model, as well as rescue of
the separate cusps observed in the in vitro experiment (Fig. 2a, Extended
Data Fig. 4). Moreover, as predicted from the experimental observa-
tions, the full range of transitions from fused trigonid to separate cusps
was replicated by varying the activator parameter that induces the for-
mation of enamel knots (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 4).

The comparable patterns in the experiments (Fig. 1) and the model-
ling (Fig. 2) underscore the dynamic nature of tooth shape development,

and indicate that the identification of cusp homologies should rely on
topological correspondences rather than unique, cusp specific gene expres-
sion patterns. Furthermore, both the model simulations and the experi-
ments showed a rapid phenotypic response at low levels of activator
(Fig. 2b) and EDA signalling (Fig. 2c), respectively, with smaller changes
observed at higher levels of signalling. These results imply a potential
disjunction between rates of evolution measured in the phenotype and
in gene expression level, although by varying more than one parameter
at a time, a multivariate linear relationship between expression levels
and phenotypes remains possible12,13,19.

Detailed analyses of character states
To examine the full range of morphologies produced in the cultured
explants, we tabulated the character states comparable to the ones used
in evolutionary studies for each crown region (see Methods and Sup-
plementary Table 1). Although the tooth culturing system does not pro-
duce mineralized features, we were able to tabulate the presence or
absence of cusps (Fig. 3a) and relative height of the talonid (Fig. 3b)
with high resolution.

First, the trigonid cusps, the protoconid and the metaconid, are fre-
quently fused in Eda null teeth (40% of explants, Fig. 3c, Supplemen-
tary Table 1). The separation of the protoconid and the metaconid in
2.5 ng ml21 EDA treated teeth reflects a transition that would predate
the evolution of the pretribosphenic mammalian pattern11,21.

Next, the talonid, which in Eda null teeth is a shallow shelf lacking
well-defined cusps, was already affected in the lowest, 2.5 ng ml21 EDA
treatments by an increase in height, and in the second lowest 10 ng ml21

treatments by acquisition of additional cusps (Fig. 3c, Supplementary
Table 1). These treatments, however, caused polymorphic effects (Fig. 3c).
In 47% of 10 ng ml21 explants, the shallow shelf gave rise to a single cusp,
whereas in the remaining explants two distinct cusps formed. These two
talonid cusps correspond to the hypoconid and the entoconid cusps in
wild-type teeth, and both cusps formed consistently starting at 100 ng ml21

EDA (Fig. 3c).
During the evolution of tribospheny in Mesozoic mammals, the

functional, three cusped talonid was added to the posterior end of the
trigonid11,22. This originated in Triassic non-mammalian synapsids where
a single cusp, often located on the cingulid, was appended posteriorly
to the basal three-cusped trigonid morphology22,23. Although the hypo-
conid is generally agreed to have evolved before the entoconid22, our data
do not allow determination of whether the single cusp in the talonid of
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Figure 1 | Gradual dosage effects of EDA on Eda null mutant first lower
molars (m1). a, ShhGFP 3 Eda null tooth development is rescued by EDA,
with higher concentrations reproducing wild type (WT) development (Eda
null: n 5 15; 10 ng ml21: n 5 15; 50 ng ml21: n 5 13; WT: n 5 16; all teeth listed
in Supplementary Table 1: n 5 113). Initiation of different parts of the tooth
crown is shifted earlier with higher EDA concentrations, such as the
anteroconid (black arrowheads) and the hypoconulid (white arrowheads).
b, Primary enamel knot size at culture day 2 predicts the number of cusps at
day 7. Eda null teeth treated with 10 ng ml21 (open circles) and 50 ng ml21

(open diamonds) fill in the phenotypic gap between the Eda null (black circles)
and wild-type (black diamonds) teeth. Anterior is towards the left in a. Scale
bar, 500mm.
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Figure 2 | Computational modelling of gradual changes in signalling on
cusp patterns. a, Computer simulations using ToothMaker (Extended Data
Fig. 2) of first lower molar development show appearance of cusp areas
(red colour). Larger values of activator (Act) parameter increase cusps.
b, Modelled wild-type mouse pattern is largely retained until Act 5 0.5. Smaller
Act values quickly reduce cusps resulting in modelled teeth that resemble Eda
null teeth. c, Tabulated data from culture experiments (Supplementary Table 1)
show an abrupt change in cusps at low levels of EDA protein (2.5 to
10 ng ml21), similar to modelling data (b). Increasing EDA concentration
does not increase cusps beyond wild type (WT). Error bars denote s.d.
Anterior is towards the left in a.
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cultured teeth is the hypoconid or the entoconid. The central location
of the single talonid cusp in our cultured teeth (Figs 1a and 3a) does,
however, suggest that the effects of EDA, at least partially, mimic the
early steps of talonid evolution.

Finally, the anteroconid and the hypoconulid appear already at 10–
50 ng ml21 EDA, but unlike in vivo, their wild-type character states remain
polymorphic in cultured molars irrespective of treatments (shown by
hatched colouring in Fig. 3c). Evolutionarily, these crown features appear
in early rodents and are present in the basal murines2,3,24,25. The hypo-
conulid, however, has been lost in many murine lineages, and this evo-
lutionary lability appears to be reflected in the developmental data.

Taken together, these data show that even though dental characters
used in evolutionary analyses may be highly pleiotropic, as shown
previously10, transformations of character states can occur at different
thresholds of signalling (Fig. 3c). In contrast to the relatively robust trig-
onid cusps, large variation in talonid structure can be reproduced by
small changes of EDA signalling. This has major implications for the
evolution of tribosphenic mammals that are diagnosed by their derived
talonid features1,11,22, as discussed below.

Testing the experimental predictions
To test the development-based predictions of evolutionary patterns in
the talonid, we examined the link between talonid height and cusp num-
ber across mammalian species. We first tabulated relative talonid height
(as percentage of the trigonid height) and cusp numbers in the entire
posterior region of the tooth (the entoconid, the hypoconid and the
hypoconulid; see Methods). The results show that talonid height and
cusp number are linked developmentally (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Table 1),
even though these traits are typically treated as independent characters
in evolutionary analyses. In the macroevolutionary context of rodents,
the patterns obtained in the experiments appear to bridge the derived
state we analysed in 35 species of extant murine rodents, already pres-
ent in the extinct Miocene early murines Potwarmus and Antemus24,25,
and the basal morphology found in Tribosphenomys minutus, a Paleo-
cene mammal that is considered to be a basal rodentiaform2, or the imme-
diate sister taxon of Glires4 (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Table 1).

Because our experimental morphologies extend even beyond those
found in rodents and towards further reduced talonids (Fig. 4a), we
also measured talonid height and cusp number in 32 species of extant
carnivorans. The first lower molar, or carnassial, of carnivorans shows argu-
ably the fullest range of talonid morphologies among extant mammals26.
The correlated change in carnivoran talonid height and cusp number
(Fig. 4b, Extended Data Tables 2 and 3) is reminiscent of the patterns
found in experiments on the mouse (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, this rela-
tionship between talonid height and morphology was retained when
we replaced cusp number with talonid complexity using orientation patch
count (OPC, Fig. 4c). In contrast, the trigonid morphology remained
relatively constrained (Extended Data Table 2). OPC, which is calcu-
lated as the number of discrete surfaces distinguished by differences in

orientation, has been shown to increase across the dietary spectrum
from carnivores to omnivores to herbivores in extant mammals27,28.
Therefore, even though carnivoran dental diversity is driven by ecolo-
gical and functional factors, development may have an influence on
which parts undergo adaptations more easily.

Taken together, the same developmental cascade, starting from the
trigonid, may have contributed both to the initial evolution of the tal-
onid at the base of mammalian evolution and to dental morphological
diversification during mammalian radiations. To a lesser degree, the
same pattern may hold for the anterior end of the teeth, and it is con-
ceivable that an analogous developmental cascade to the one that pro-
duced the talonid also produced the anterior expansion of the crown
in pseudo-tribosphenic mammals29. A cascading system of activation–
inhibition between teeth has been proposed to regulate molar propor-
tions in mammals30, and in general, much of the evolutionary history of
mammalian dentitions may consist of tinkering31 with this pre-existing
developmental program.

Retrieving ancestral character states
Despite the overall agreement between experimental and evolutionary
patterns, there were small but important differences when compared
with the details of rodent evolution. Most notably, the Eda null teeth had
fused cusps, which differs from what is found in basal rodentiaforms
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Figure 3 | Differential sensitivities of tooth crown regions to EDA. a, Range
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the crown have varying trait sensitivities to EDA. For the full range of data, see
Supplementary Table 1.
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Figure 4 | Testing developmental predictions on evolutionary patterns.
a, Relative height of the m1 talonid (measured as percentage of the trigonid
height) in each treatment (open circles, error bars denote s.e.m.) correlates with
the number of cusps in the talonid. The experimental data bridges the
corresponding values for murine rodent species (n 5 35, black circle with s.e.m)
and for a basal rodentiaform Tribosphenomys minutus (black diamond). The
reduced major axis regression slope for the experimental data including
untreated Eda null and wild-type teeth is 3.30 and the intercept is 21.79
(r2 5 0.891) and the corresponding values for only explants with EDA are 4.22
and 21.63 (r2 5 0.946). We note that these slopes can be considered
underestimates due to the variably present hypoconulid cusps in cultured
wild-type mouse teeth. b, c, The first lower molars of carnivoran species
(n 5 32) show correlated changes in the talonid height and cusp number
(b) and the talonid height and talonid complexity (c) measured using OPC. The
reduced major-axis regression slope for the graph in b is 6.53 and the intercept
is 21.38 (r2 5 0.594), and for the graph in c it is 48.24 and the intercept is
210.93 (r2 5 0.562). For data and details see Methods and Extended Data
Tables 1–3.
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and close relatives2–4. This difference in morphology indicated that, in
addition to EDA signalling, other pathways needed to be adjusted in
order to produce the evolutionarily basal morphologies. To address
this issue, we considered reducing the required cusp spacing, which
can be experimentally adjusted beyond the normal mouse pattern by
modulating multiple signalling pathways19. We therefore next set out
to engineer mouse teeth that would have additional characters of basal
rodents (see Methods).

First, we modelled the reduction in the cusp spacing by decreasing
inhibition in the simulated Eda null teeth, which resulted in formation
of multiple cusps (Extended Data Fig. 5). Next, because SHH has been
shown to inhibit cusp formation by regulating cusp spacing19,32, we
cultured Eda null samples with a SHH inhibitor, thereby inhibiting the
inhibitor. This treatment also circumvents the tendency of EDA to cause
the formation of crests or lophs between cusps10,19,33, which are found
in evolutionarily derived rodents. The experimental results validated
the in silico model simulations: inhibition of SHH signalling in cultured
Eda null teeth caused the development of more distinct cusps, without
eliminating evolutionarily basal features of Eda null teeth such as the
height difference between trigonid and talonid (Fig. 5a, Extended Data
Fig. 6).

To push the experimental system further and to retrieve features pres-
ent in the basal taxon Tribosphenomys2, we inhibited SHH in developing
Eda null teeth in vivo (see Methods). Tribosphenomys cusps are colum-
nar and well separated, lacking a crest called the metalophid (the trigonid
wall) that connects cusps together. The loss of the metalophid has been
linked to the basal rodentiaforms2, but it has reappeared in many rodent
clades, including murines2,3,24,25. Our in vivo engineered tooth shapes
showed columnar and laterally separated cusps without the metalophid

(Fig. 5b), a morphology visible also at the enamel–dentin junction (Ex-
tended Data Fig. 7). Although the effects of SHH inhibition were vari-
able, the trough separating the protoconid and metaconid approximated
the pattern found in Tribosphenomys (Fig. 5c). These results indicate
that, with a relatively small number of developmental changes, mouse
teeth can be engineered to express evolutionarily basal traits.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that many of the step-wise transitions that
are widespread in the fossil record of mammalian teeth are reproduc-
ible experimentally. Whereas our results suggest that several, if not the
majority, of dental traits are developmentally linked10, individual char-
acters may respond to different levels of the same signal. These thresh-
olds may well underlie different morphological gradients that have been
identified along the tooth row34. Moreover, trait thresholds may affect
evolutionary rates of individual traits differently. Such data in turn should
be useful when combined with analyses of character correlations35, and
in weighting or ordering characters, or objectively assigning transition
weights within characters coded to minimize character dependency effects
in phylogenetic analyses8. Other developmental factors and signalling
pathways may influence traits in other ways, but we predict that the
general pattern of results will hold as long as the factors affect the sig-
nalling dynamics of the enamel knots. Finally, as recently proposed for
the evolution of bird and non-avian dinosaur skulls36, developmental
data can suggest novel insights into the processes underlying hetero-
chrony. A better mechanistic basis for heterochrony will help to explain
changes in evolutionary rates, including prediction of intermediate
morphologies even when they have not yet been recovered in the fossil
record. In general, with advancing understanding of development, it
will be possible to experimentally test many more of the known evolu-
tionary transitions.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Animals studied. We used Eda null mice (that is, Tabby) from the strain B6CBACa-
Aw-J/A-Ta (Stock JR0314, Jackson Laboratory) crossed with ShhWT/GFPCre reporter
mice that express green fluorescent protein (GFP) under a sonic hedgehog (Shh)-
promoter16, and the ShhWT/GFPCre reporter mice as wild type. Although the growth
and patterning of ShhWT/GFPCre teeth have been reported to be comparable to wild
type teeth19, we tested the growth of Eda null;ShhWT/GFPCre compound mutants.
The Eda null;ShhWT/GFPCre were 82% of the size (P 5 0.05; Mann–Whitney U-test,
n 5 12) and had 98% of the cusps (P . 0.5; Mann–Whitney U-test, n 5 12) of Eda
null teeth after 7 days in culture. All the procedures of this study involving animals
were reviewed and approved by relevant Animal Welfare and Research Committees.
Organ cultures. Embryonic day 13 lower molars were dissected and cultured for
seven days at 37uC with 5% CO2 using a Trowell-type organ culture as described
previously37. We studied lower molars because their development is best under-
stood. We used Fc-EDA-A1 protein (EDA), which has been shown to rescue the
Eda null phenotype of mice and dogs10,18,38. Culture media were changed every two
days. The media were supplemented with the EDA protein during the first four
days. Corresponding amounts of bovine serum albumin 0.1% (BSA, Sigma) in PBS
were used for controls. Eda null;ShhWT/GFPCre lower molars were cultured in the
EDA concentrations 2.5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 ng ml21 (n 5 9–16 in each
group, littermates were used as controls). As controls, ShhWT/GFPCre molars and
Eda null;ShhWT/GFPCre molars were cultured. Molars were photographed daily
both in visible light (Olympus SZX9) and in fluorescent light (Leica MZFLIII and
Zeiss Stereo Lumar V12). Cusp presences and initiation times were determined
from time-lapse images and were based on the appearance of their enamel knots, as
revealed by the GFP reporter. Explants were excluded from the analyses if molars
tilted to a point in which tabulating cusps became difficult. Molars from at least
three different litters were used for each treatment. Shh is expressed only in the
primary enamel knot during the cap stage of development10,19, and we used the epi-
fluorescence of ShhWT/GFPCre to measure enamel knot sizes.
Tooth shape analyses. Because we analysed cultured teeth, which do not allow
determination of final cusp morphology, we evaluated cusp presence-absence states
and the height of the talonid relative to the trigonid (repeated by two observers).
Nevertheless, these tabulations cover over half of the first molar characters used
previously in the analysis of fully mineralized Eda null mutants10. The protoconid
and metaconid cusps were tabulated as fused when they were closely spaced and
lacked distinct cusp tips. The mouse anteroconid typically has two obliquely placed
and fused cusps (bilobed morphology). In the character tabulations the distinctly
bilobed anteroconids were tabulated as having two cusps (character state 2, found
in seven cases). Tabulating the anteroconid having only one cusp did not alter the
pattern of results. Due to the limitations of culture systems, the presence of hypo-
conulid and bilobed anteroconids are underrepresented compared to fully miner-
alized teeth in a jaw. Even if cultured longer, the number of cusps does not increase
due to the onset of cellular differentiation. Talonid height was measured as the
relative height of talonid cusps relative to trigonid cusps at the intervals 0 (not
observed in the explants), 0.25, 0.33, 0.50, 0.66, 0.75 and 1.00. Talonid height was
only measured when the teeth were tilted enough to see the crown base and cusp
tips (in 75% of cases, Supplementary Table 1).

To map changes in tooth character states in the cultured teeth, we used the fol-
lowing five characters. Corresponding character numbers used in ref. 10 are in
parenthesis (single occurrences were excluded in Fig. 3c).

1 (7): Anteroconid: (0) absent; (1) single; (2) bilobed.
2 (9): Trigonid (protoconid and metaconid): (0) absent (1) fused with single tip;

(2) separated.
3 (10): Talonid (hypoconid and entoconid): (0) absent (1) fused with single tip;

(2) separated.
4 (17): Hypoconulid: (0) absent; (1) present.
5 (5): Trigonid size relative to talonid size: (0) notably higher; (1) slightly higher;

(2) flat occlusal surface. Here measured talonid height values 0.25 to 0.50, 0.66 to
0.75, and 1 were coded as character states 0, 1, and 2 in Fig. 3c, respectively.
Comparative data and analyses. We analysed morphologies of first lower molars
of extant 35 murine rodent species, extinct taxon Tribosphenomys minutus, and
extant 32 carnivoran species (Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). The extant taxa rep-
resent the range of diets across the phylogeny within each group27. Morphological
characters corresponding to the ones tabulated for the experimental data (cusp
numbers and talonid height) were tabulated from photographs and three dimen-
sional scans (available at MorphoBrowser database at (http://morphobrowser.
biocenter.helsinki.fi/))27. Alternative ways of measuring talonid height in com-
parative and experimental data (for example, talonid-trigonid height difference/
protoconid length) produce equivalent patterns. When lateral cusps form a single
crest in murines, they were tabulated as having two cusps. Due to the high diver-
sity of carnivore m1s, we also measured complexity by first scaling teeth to a length
of 50 pixel rows. The teeth were divided into trigonid and talonid sections, and then

orientation patch count (OPC) was determined for each section as previously
described27,39. After determining the surface orientation at each pixel on the digital
elevation model (DEM), contiguous pixels that are facing the same cardinal direc-
tion (for example, north, south, southwest) were grouped into patches. The num-
ber of these patches is the OPC. Reduced major axis regressions were performed in
PAST40 with permutation tests (Extended Data Table 3). Carnivoran data was
analysed also after calculating the mean values for species in each family.
Modelling. We implemented a morphodynamic model on tooth development14,21

in a graphical user interface called ToothMaker. ToothMaker is written in C11

and uses QT libraries. The interface consists of model controls and an interactive
OpenGL model viewer for visualizing the three-dimensional objects in real-time as
they are computed. Model parameter space scanning can be automated within the
interface for given parameter value ranges. ToothMaker is freely available for Win-
dows, OS X and Linux at (http://www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/bi/evodevo/toothmaker.
html). We used ToothMaker to obtain a morphology corresponding to a developing
mouse molar. Here we used previous studies14,21 and automated parameter scanning
in ToothMaker to search for parameters that reproduce the EDA effects on the
cusp patterns. The model integrates experimentally inferred genetic interactions
with tissue biomechanics to simulate tooth development. The genetic parameters
entail three diffusible signals; an activator inducing enamel knots, an enamel knot-
secreted inhibitor of enamel knot formation, and a growth factor regulating growth
of the epithelium and the mesenchyme21. Because the enamel knot differentiation
is irreversible, the model represents an irreversible reaction-diffusion-like model.
EDA signalling is known to interact with multiple signalling pathways41, and accord-
ingly our focus was to model the effects of EDA through the genetic parameters.
Here we report one mouse model version that was produced in a modest number of
iterations (14,000), allowing efficient scanning of parameters. Other parameter com-
binations producing mouse provided equivalent results. Because of the limitations
of the implementation of cellular differentiation, matrix secretion, and current limits
in computational power, the model accounts for mouse molar development up to
day 16–17.
Suppression of SHH signalling. To prevent cusp fusion in Eda null teeth without
the direct stimulation of EDA signalling, we inhibited SHH signalling. Previously
SHH inhibition has been shown to increase cusp density in culture mouse teeth,
and we treated Eda null;ShhWT/GFPCre lower molars with 1mM of cyclopamine
(catalogue no. C4116, Sigma, diluted in dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO)) on culture
days zero and two (similarly to EDA treatments, n 5 11). Pregnant Eda hetero-
zygous females (n 5 4, mated with Eda null males) were treated with Hedgehog
pathway inhibitor at a dose of 50 and 100 mg per kg. Small molecule antagonist,
acting at the level of Smoothened, was synthesized as previously described42 and
administered via oral gavage to timed pregnant females starting at day 13.25 and
continued to 14.75 and 15.75 of embryonic development in 8 h intervals. We chose
this late treatment because it does not interfere with the development of other
organs, although the dental effects targeted principally the second molars. Animals
born to these females were sacrificed at 35 days of age when all teeth are erupted,
and skulls were cleaned using a dermestid beetle colony. Only the teeth from the
higher dosage treatments were affected (n 5 2 of 4 Eda null males). We used X-ray
tomography to reconstruct three-dimensional cusp patterns. The mouse jaws were
scanned using a custom-built microCT system Nanotom 180 NF (phoenixjX-ray
Systems 1 Services GmbH) with a CMOS detector (Hamamatsu Photonics) and a
high-power transmission-type X-ray nanofocus source with a tungsten anode. The
Tribosphenomys minutus specimens (IVPP V10775 (holotype) and V10776) were
scanned using the 225 kV microCT (developed by the Institute of High Energy
Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)) at the Key Laboratory of Vertebrate
Evolution and Human Origins, CAS. Fiji (http://fiji.sc/Fiji) Volume Viewer plugin43

was used to segment and render the teeth. Voxel resolutions used for the renderings
are 3 to 4mm for mice and 2.4 to 3.3mm for Tribosphenomys.

37. Närhi,K.&Thesleff, I. Explant cultureofembryonic craniofacial tissues: analyzing
effects of signaling molecules on gene expression. Methods Mol. Biol. 666,
253–267 (2010).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Primary enamel knot size predicts cusp number.
Size of the primary enamel knot (day 2) and cusp number (day 7) for Eda null,
Eda null 1 10 ng ml21 EDA, Eda null 1 50 ng ml21 EDA, and wild-type teeth.
Reduced major axis regression for square root of mm2 are 0.0533 x 20.791,
r2 5 0.613, P , 0.0001, n 5 46. Enamel knot size does not increase substantially
with higher EDA concentrations.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | The ToothMaker modelling interface and
morphodynamic model of tooth development. The model parameters can be
changed manually or scanned automatically (Options-menu). For descriptions
of parameters, see Methods. The figures illustrate the growth factor

concentration (secreted from the enamel knots) showing the future cusp
areas. Initial activator concentration (Ina) is not used in the model. The
model can be downloaded at (http://www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/bi/evodevo/
toothmaker.html).
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Scanning parameter space to produce gradual
changes. a, Parameters producing variation in cusp number were scanned at 10
percent intervals up to 90 percent change from the wild-type (WT) mouse.
Growth factor domains, produced by enamel knots, were used to tabulate cusps
numbers (threshold 5 0.04). b, Simulated teeth show the minimum number of
cusps that can be produced by changing each parameter. Only parameter Act
produced single-cusped morphology. Plus and minus signs after each
parameter denote to the direction of parameter change that produced a

decrease in cusp number. Act 5 activator auto-activation, Da 5 activator
diffusion, Int 5 inhibitor production threshold, Inh 5 Activator inhibition
by inhibitor, Di 5 inhibitor diffusion, Set 5 growth factor production
threshold, Sec 5 growth factor secretion rate, Ds 5 growth factor
diffusion, Dff 5 differentiation rate, Egr 5 epithelial proliferation rate,
Mgr 5 mesenchymal proliferation rate. All simulations were run for a fixed
number of iterations (14,000).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Simulating EDA effects. a, Simulated shapes
produced by changing the activator parameter (Act) from 0.1 to 1.6 at 0.1
interval. b, The size of inhibitor domain (at arbitrary threshold 0.85) at iteration

1,000 and corresponding cusp number at iteration 14,000 approximates the
relationship between primary enamel knot size and cusp number in real teeth.
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Inh = 20, Di = 0.2 Inh = 10, Di = 0.2

Inh = 800, Di = 0.01 Inh = 800, Di = 0.0001

Simulated Eda null tooth

Extended Data Figure 5 | Simulating reduction of inhibition in Eda null
teeth. Reducing activator inhibition by inhibitor (Inh) or diffusion of inhibitor
(Di) results in formation of multiple cusps in simulated Eda null molar. The
effects are variable depending on the parameter values, and the lability of the
system appears to be corroborated in the in vitro experiments.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Rescuing cusps in Eda null teeth by inhibiting
SHH. Eda null teeth cultured with SHH antagonist show variable
morphologies with tightly packed cusps (arrowheads). In addition, in

roughly half of the cases (n 5 4 of 11 teeth) portions of the first molar appear to
form from the fusion with the developing second molar (two bottom rows).
Scale bar, 500mm.
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Eda null

Tribosphenomys

Wild type

Eda null + SHH antagonist

Extended Data Figure 7 | In vivo inhibition of SHH in Eda null embryos
causes the formation of separate cusps without crests. Obliquely anterior
views and tomography sections (along the plane of the dotted line) of second
molars show the lack of a crest (metalophid, arrowheads) in treated Eda null
and Tribosphenomys minutus (V10775). Enamel in sections shown in blue
colour except in Tribosphenomys fossil which did not allow segmentation of
enamel due to high degree of mineralization. Scale bar, 500mm.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Comparison of talonid height and cusp
number in rodents

Anterior cusps 

1.54
2.00
2.85
2.78
2.92
3.00
3.00
3.13
3.20

3

5
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
4
3
4
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
5
4
6
4
4
3
4

Experiment or species 

Eda null (0 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (2.5 ng/ml EDA) 
Eda null (10 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (25 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (50 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (100 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (500 ng/ml EDA)
Eda null (1000 ng/ml EDA)
Wild type (0 ng/ml EDA)

Tribosphenomys minutus

Aethomys hindei 
Anisomys imitator
Apodemus agrarius
Arvicanthis niloticus
Bandicota indica
Berylmys bowersi
Bunomys coelestis
Chiropodomys sp.
Crateromys schadenbergi
Dasymys sp.
Dephomys sp.
Grammomys dolichurus
Hybomys univittatus
Hydromys chrysogaster
Hylomyscus stella
Hyomys goliath
Lemniscomys striatus
Leopoldamys sabanus
Leptomys elegans
Malacomys sp.
Mallomys rothschildi
Mastomys natalensis
Mus musculus
Nesokia indica
Niviventer rapit
Notomys mitchellii
Oenomys hypoxanthus
Pelomys campanae
Pogonomys sp. 
Praomys jacksoni
Rhabdomys pumilio
Stochomys longicaudatus
Sundamys muelleri
Uromys caudimaculatus
Zelotomys sp.

Posterior cusps 

1.00
1.00
1.46
1.78
2.00
2.29
2.40
2.63
2.50

2

4
3
4
4
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3

Talonid height 

0.43
0.62
0.75
0.78
0.88
0.93
1.00
0.96
0.97

0.75

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Cusp numbers tabulated for the entire anterior (anteroconid 1 trigonid) and posterior (talonid 1

hypoconulid) parts of the m1 and corresponding heights of the talonid relative to the trigonid. For
experimental data, averages listed for explants with data on both cusps and talonid heights
(Supplementary Table 1). For rodent taxa and specimens, see Methods.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Comparison of talonid height and cusp number in carnivorans

Cusp numbers and OPCs tabulated for the entire anterior (anteroconid 1 trigonid) and posterior (talonid 1 hypoconulid) parts of the m1 and corresponding heights of the talonid relative to the trigonid. For taxa
and specimens, see Methods.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Reduced major axis regression analyses between talonid height and talonid cusp numbers and complexity

Data

Experiments
Experiments (explants with EDA) 
Line from Tribosphenomys to Mus
Carnivoran species (cusps) 
Carnivoran families (cusps) 
Carnivoran species (OPC) 
Carnivoran families (OPC)

Slope (95% CI)

3.30 (1.76–4.01) 
4.22 (3.08–5.07) 
4
6.53 (4.60–7.73) 
6.63 (4.68–7.84) 
48.24 (33.37–56.50) 
50.83 (26.74–62.61)

Intercept (95% CI)

-0.79 (-1.39–0.56) 
-1.63 (-2.38– -0.67) 
-1
-1.38 (-2.02– -0.28) 
-1.28 (-2.09– -0.07) 
-10.93 (-15.64– -2.04) 
-12.14 (-20.62–1.64)

r

0.891
0.946

0.594
0.874
0.562
0.812

p

0.0003
0.0005

0.0001
0.0002
0.0001
0.0011

2

Talonid tabulations include all the posterior cusps. Explants with EDA include only Eda null teeth cultured with EDA protein (2.5 ng ml21 to 1,000 ng ml21). Values for carnivoran families are based on the means of
species for each family (n 5 9). For details, see text and Methods.
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